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Introduction
Any business that would benefit by holding less inventory, decreasing misshipments and reducing errors should seriously consider implementing bar code
systems and other forms of automated data collection (ADC) technology.
Companies of all sizes apply bar code and wire-less data collection systems to
save labor, increase efficiency and cut operations costs. ADC is a proven
productivity enhancer, and advancements in the technology have made such
systems affordable and practical for more businesses than ever before.
Common errors and inefficiencies don’t have to be part of business as usual. This
paper exposes some of the hidden expenses that hamper profitability, and how
accurate data collection can eliminate them. The examples and techniques
presented show the link between quality information and efficient operations.
When investing in ADC, small-to-medium sized businesses (SMBs) can earn a full
and rapid return on investment through reduced expenses and increased
productivity. This white paper will help show how by presenting ADC costjustification guidelines and strategies.

Errors are Everywhere – Including
the Bottom Line
Everyday mistakes and inefficiencies are a drain on profits, and often there are no
systems or procedures in place to prevent them. Unfortunately, having good
employees is not solely sufficient to prevent costly errors. Mistakes are human,
and when they happen, they cost money. Studies have found that a skilled typist
makes one error per every 300 keystrokes – consider how well your order-entry
system would function at that accuracy rate. A whopping 36 percent of all orders
in the consumer packaged goods industry contain errors, according to a 2003
study by the Grocery Manufacturers of America (GMA). What’s more, grocers
scan the UPC symbol on practically every item they sell, yet an average of 7.4
percent of items are out of stock at any given time because of poor inventory data
collection and management throughout the supply chain. As a result, stores and
manufacturers lose millions in sales.
Errors related to poor data collection and management are prevalent even where
things much more valuable than profits are at stake – 8.6 percent of hospital
wristbands contain erroneous data, and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
estimates that 4.3 percent of all patients admitted to hospitals suffer an adverse
drug event because of a medication error. Preventable medical errors kill an
estimated 98,000 Americans annually – which, in 2004, led the FDA to mandate
bar code identification for all medications administered in hospitals by 2006.
These errors occur despite sophisticated safety procedures and software
applications designed to provide information when it is needed. Bar code and
other data collection systems help en-sure that the information in software
systems is accurate. With bar code and wireless communication systems,
information can be collected and entered more quickly and accurately than by
manual methods. And with better information, companies can manage materials,
inventory, labor and other resources more efficiently. Updated computer systems
and new software applications are not the answer; enterprise systems are only as
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good as the information that is put into them. That is why automated data
collection systems generate such excellent value – they typically provide a rapid
return on investment for the select application, and improve legacy systems by
giving them timely, accurate data to work with.

Calculating the Cost of Errors
Some errors are so common that they are considered “business as usual,” and
their burden on profitability is overlooked. Take shipping errors, for example:
Companies frequently hear from a customer that an order was missing an item.
This error is usually resolved by simply picking the item from the warehouse and
sending it as a rush shipment to the customer. Problem solved – but its impact
remains. Failing to process the order correctly the first time resulted in a call to the
customer service department, clerical labor to take the call and look up the order
information, supervisor time to approve the new shipment, warehouse labor to
pick the order, and additional shipping charges. Cash flow may also stall, because
customers will often withhold payment until the error is resolved.
Various studies have calculated the cost of rectifying shipping errors at $35 to $70
per error. If errors cost only $35 to resolve and a company has a 95% shipment
accuracy, then it incurs $175 in unnecessary expenses per 100 orders processed.
However, these figures only measure the cost of reported errors. If extra or more
valuable items are erroneously included in a shipment, customers may not report
the error, but the impact will be reflected in inaccurate inventory and decreased
profit margins. Error-cost estimates also fail to account for customer
dissatisfaction and the possible loss of future business.
Companies that consider shipping errors a cost of doing business might be
surprised at just how high the cost is. Consider the potential impact of expenses
on profitability: if the company in the example above earned a healthy 25 percent
profit margin, then it would need sales of $700 per 100 shipments to generate
enough profit to offset the costs produced by a 95-percent-accurate ship-ping
operation ($700 sales revenue x 0.25 profit margin = $175 profit). A single $35
error would require $140 in additional sales to offset, which means there is no
profit when there are errors on orders of $140 or less. At a profit margin of 10.72
percent, which is the average for S&P 500 companies, a $35 shipping error would
require $326.50 in additional sales to offset, or $1,632.50 per 100 orders at 95
percent shipment accuracy.
Consider the potential savings for companies that actually tackle their shipping
errors: one such company, I.T. Xchange, a resale computer retailer in Oakville,
Ontario, improved its on-time shipping from 76 percent to 99 percent. Inventory
shrinkage fell to nearly zero from three percent. And, by automating the inventory
count, the company saved over 300 man hours annually.
These examples should give an idea of the cost of errors, but they do not explain
how ADC technology can prevent such errors. ADC makes it cost effective to
collect and verify information quickly. The best opportunities to reduce expenses
with ADC are in operations that are consistently error prone, and in operations
where users manually collect or re-enter information. Following are several criteria
to consider when evaluating whether ADC will be an effective cost-saving tool.
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Select an Application
The first step in building a strong cost justification for ADC technology is to select
an appropriate application. Most companies have many areas where they could
use bar coding, but it’s best to be-gin with just one. Focused starter systems can
produce a rapid return on investment and give companies a key platform for later
expansion. Frequently inaccurate processes and those that require users to
manually record information are good places to begin bar coding. When assessing
the return on investment for an automated system, it is important to remember
that current processes also have associated costs. A rough estimate of these
costs can be determined by looking at the time it takes to complete manual
processes (both for the worker and for any clerical work related to recording the
task) and multiplying the results by either the volume of transactions or the
number of workers who perform the task. This estimate provides a useful basis for
measuring the value of an automated system.
The next step is to estimate the time and cost required to complete the same
tasks with an automated system. Quantifying labor and cost savings can be
challenging, but an experienced ADC integrator can help detail the potential time
savings that a bar code system can provide, as well as the potential impacts that
might arise for other operations. The following formulation should also provide a
pretty good estimate of the time savings produced by a bar code system:
[Time required to complete transaction manually] – [Time required to complete
transaction with bar coding] = time saved per transaction.
[Time saved per transaction] x [number of transactions per day/week/month
(choose a time period that accurately reflects the workload and won’t be skewed
by daily or seasonal fluctuations)] = Time savings opportunity (call it N, and
express it in hours).
N ÷ 2,000 hours (an aggressive estimate of the number of hours a full-time
employee works in a year, calculated as 40 hours a week for 50 weeks) = the
amount of full-time equivalent (FTE) employees the system is worth.
Having performed such a formulation, the system may not always appear to be
highly valuable at .first glance. However, this simple analysis does not take into
account the accuracy improvements that the data collection system provides, and
does not fully reflect the true cost of labor savings (benefits and other expenses
aren’t factored). Furthermore, a data collection system can grow in value over
time as volume increases, whereas manual systems grow in costs when they
experience increases in volume, because more labor is needed.
A company can experience significant savings using automated data collection
systems in conjunction with an enterprise solution. As the worldwide leader in
kitchen and bath accessories, Rev-a-Shelf implemented an ADC system to help
them improve inventory management and communication. With the system in
place, Rev-a-Shelf’s inventory accuracy increased to more than 98%. They were
able to nearly eliminate inventory write-offs. In addition, they experienced a
significant reduction in charge backs as the increased their shipping accuracy to
beyond 98%. Perhaps more significantly, they were able to reduce their
warehouse space by half by significantly reducing their on-hand inventory
requirements. All of this was accomplished as they experienced a significant
increase in throughput and productivity.
Many companies first install bar code systems for shipping or inventory
management because these manual processes are slow and often produce errors
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that can be expensive to resolve. A bar code shipment-verification system is a
good place to start: shipping errors are a common problem, and relatively simple
systems can prevent errors. Inventory control applications also offer high savings
potential. Companies that use bar code scanning to record material receipt,
inventory transfers, and shipping typically report inventory accuracy rates of 99
percent and higher. With accurate knowledge of inventory on hand, companies
can then reduce their safety stocks. This frees a tremendous amount of capital
that was previously tied up in inventory. A distributor that holds $1 million worth of
inventory can generate $10,000 in free cash for each one percent reduction in
safety stock.

Measuring Hard and Soft Benefits
Once an understanding is developed of how an automated data capture system
can improve operations, the next step is to measure the further impact that the
system can have. The time savings calculation above is one example; additional
hard benefits can be calculated and quantified. Soft benefits like improved
customer service should be identified and considered, without being overstated.
Ultimately, benefits need to be expressed in terms of how they will effect business
operations or finances, not just as the number of reduced keystrokes or errors.
For example, you may calculate that workers can record items in a shipment 35
percent faster by bar code scanning than by handwriting the information on a
packing list. Take this information and conclude the labor savings that bar code
scanning will produce in the shipping department; or express this as: “With bar
code scanning, we could handle X more shipments per week without adding any
labor to the shipping department.”
Hard benefits can include savings in labor, materials, reduced inventory, and
lower overall operating expenses by reducing fixed assets and improving labor
efficiency. Soft benefits may include: in-creased sales due to better management
information, reduced inventory shortfalls, and up-to-date product-availability
information; improved morale thanks to reducing or even eliminating boring,
repetitive data entry tasks; and increased customer satisfaction and retention from
higher quality, faster response and improved accuracy. Following are some ideas
for identifying and calculating common benefits from ADC systems.

Identifying Labor Savings
The most common area of savings from automated data collection is labor costs.
Entering data with a bar code scan saves time compared to pencil and paper,
which makes workers more productive. Once data is scanned, it can easily be
shared among different applications and computer systems, with no need for
clerical data entry. When gauging the potential labor savings of an ADC system
be sure to consider the effects on both point-of-activity and back-office operations.
Here is an example of how a simple ADC system can produce labor savings, and
how to measure them. Let’s say you are going to install a time and attendance
system that will eliminate hand keying the payroll data. Currently, two people in
the payroll department spend an average of 20 hours per week each, or 1,040
hours per year each (20 hours/week x 52 weeks/year), entering payroll data. The
new automated system that records employee time by scanning a bar code on an
ID card will completely eliminate this task. Assuming that the average earnings of
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these data entry clerks are $8.65 per hour, plus taxes and benefits of 25 percent,
the variable cost of this labor is $10.81 per hour. Thus the total annual labor
savings from automating this data entry is $22,500 per year (2,080 hours x
$10.81/hour).
It is also important to note that if ADC applications are justified by labor savings,
then it is crucial to explain what the company will do with people whose jobs are
affected by automation. For instance, can the department reduce overtime, or
eliminate part-time or contract positions? Can employees be reassigned to more
valuable activity? Can business growth be supported without increasing
headcount? Is normal turnover high enough that attrition will eliminate the
problem? In other words, labor savings need not entail painful cuts in the labor
force.

Identifying Inventory Benefits
As the I.T. Xchange and Rev-a-Shelf examples show, improving inventory
accuracy can produce a variety of benefits including lower labor requirements,
increased turns, reduced storage needs and better fill rates. Benefits can be
identified and calculated for other parts of the operation as well. Factors to
consider include:
• Inventory financing and interest expenses;
• The property and capital-asset expenses associated with operating the
warehouse, including insurance, utilities, property taxes and equipment taxes;
• Holding and carrying costs, shrinkage, and write-downs.
Many companies have a rule-of-thumb they use to calculate the cost of carrying
inventory. Depending on the industry, these costs range from 15 percent to 35
percent. Find out if your company has a generally accepted inventory-carrying
cost percentage. If not, ask your finance department and your warehouse
manager to help estimate your company’s variable cost of maintaining inventory.
You cannot go wrong using a conservative figure such as 15 percent. Most
companies use 25 percent.
Managers understand that reducing inventory saves money. A few simple
calculations can show how much benefit inventory reduction can create. The
following exercise illustrates how an inventory reduction can cut carrying costs.
Assume that a warehouse maintains a .finished-goods inventory of $4 million per
year, which includes a 10 percent buffer (valued at $400,000) for safety stock. A
bar code system that improves inventory accuracy will thus free $40,000 in capital
previously tied up in inventory for each one percent reduction in safety stock that it
enables. Bar code inventory-control systems typically improve inventory accuracy
to greater than 99 percent, but for this example we will be conservative and
assume that the company only reduces its safety stock by half (to a .five per-cent
buffer, assuming 95 percent inventory accuracy). Therefore, the value of its buffer
stock is reduced by $200,000. However, the reduction provides more than
$200,000 in savings, because inventory financing, holding costs and warehouse
expenses are also reduced. The following savings are possible:
• Financing relief: 10% x $200,000 = $20,000 per year
• Warehouse expense reduction: 5% x $200,000 = $10,000
• Holding cost reduction: 5% x $200,000 = $10,000
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These savings add up to an additional $40,000 per year. When added to the cash
freed from the safety stock reduction, the total savings is $240,000.
More sophisticated .financial analysis tools like “net present value” (NPV) will
forecast income and cash flow statements, while return-on-investment
calculations can measure the cost and impact of projects. See Intermec’s white
paper Cost Justification of an Automated Data Capture System to learn how to
apply these calculations.

Presenting Soft Benefits
The soft benefits that ADC systems provide cannot easily be expressed and
quantified through financial analysis alone. Soft benefits such as better
information, improved quality and better customer service should be considered
during cost justification, but their impact should be conservatively stated. Relating
soft benefits to common business experiences or a recent event will help increase
understanding and acceptance of what the system can do. For example, if the
company has implemented a quality-improvement initiative, try to find ways to
express how the ADC system could improve quality. If an error resulted in an
unnecessary rush order or a lost customer describe how an ADC system could
prevent such future errors. Your customer gets what he wants the first time
around, improving overall satisfaction.
Imagine, for instance, a sales manager who mentions that in the past year, three
orders worth a total of $50,000 were lost because the company could not deliver
product to customers on the needed date. The inventory system had indicated
that the items were in stock, so the customer had been promised a specific
delivery date. Yet when the orders were scheduled to be picked, the product was
not in the warehouse. And so the customers went elsewhere when the ship-ping
date was delayed. Bad information in the inventory system cost the company
$50,000 in direct revenue. Showing how an ADC system could have prevented
these losses is a more powerful demonstration than simply claiming that the
company will benefit from a system through increased customer service and
satisfaction.
Having made this caveat, it is still important to include slippery variables like
“customer satisfaction” in any ADC strategy. Though difficult to quantify, factors
like quality and customer satisfaction have the potential to yield greater long-term
returns than hard benefits, when, for instance, customer satisfaction translates
into repeat business and brand loyalty. Finding ways to account for these factors
in concert with strategies to reap hard benefits may ultimately yield the greatest
returns of all.

Conclusion
Ultimately, real productivity gains and cost savings are the keys to successfully
cost-justifying capital projects. Unlike other technologies, automated data
collection is one of the easiest investments to justify. After measuring the cost of
errors and examining how ADC systems can eliminate these costs, many
businesses conclude that they can no longer afford to conduct “business as
usual.”
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About Intermec
Intermec Technologies Corp. has helped many small and medium businesses
successfully implement automated data collection systems. Intermec, a UNOVA
Inc. (NYSE:UNA) company, is a leader in global supply chain solutions and also
leads the development, manufacture and integration of wired and wireless
automated data collection, RFID (radio frequency identification), mobile computing
systems, bar code printers and label media. The company’s products and services
are used by customers in many industries to improve productivity, quality, and
responsiveness of business operations, from supply chain management and
enterprise resource planning to field sales and service. Visit www.intermec.com to
learn more.

About Epicor
For 20 years, Epicor has been a recognized leader dedicated to providing
integrated enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship
management (CRM) and supply chain management (SCM) software solutions to
midmarket companies around the world. With the acquisition of Scala, Epicor is a
global leader in the midmarket serving over 20,000 customers in over 140
countries. Epicor leverages innovative technologies like Web services in
developing end-to-end, industry-specific solutions for manufacturing, distribution,
enterprise service automation, and hospitality that enable companies to
immediately drive efficiency throughout business operations and build competitive
advantage. With the scalability and flexibility to support long-term growth, Epicor's
solutions are complemented by a full range of services, providing a single point of
accountability to promote rapid return on investment and low total cost of
ownership.
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For More Information
To learn more about how companies can benefit from Epicor’s solutions, contact
Epicor Software Corporation, 18200 Von Karman, Suite 1000, Irvine, CA 92612,
USA; telephone 800-999-6995; or visit Epicor’s web site at distribution.epicor.com.

